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History + English +
Humanities = Critical,
Creative, Global Thinkers
Jana Kirchner and Tracy F. Inman

In our high school of about 1,300 students, many sophomores took traditional English
II and world history classes at the same time. In English class, students would learn
the background of the time period before studying a work of literature. In history class,
they learned to use research skills and write papers utilizing supporting evidence and
effective structure. As English and history teachers, we realized that not only were
we teaching many of the same students, but we were also focusing on, even repeating,
similar content in both of our classes. We began discussing the possibility of team
teaching our classes, intentionally planning together, and designing a curriculum that
combined history and English/language arts content and skills. We could organize
the class to have an arts and humanities theme that would provide continuity and
promote higher level thinking for the students. The result was a world history/world
literature class with this overarching theme: Literature and the arts (art, drama, and
music) reflect the culture and time period in which they were created.
The Plan — Making it Happen
Consulting the standards. Once we had
a tentative theme for the class, our first
task was consulting the standards for both
social studies and English/language arts.
Because of the nature of the world history
content and standards, it made sense
to organize the class chronologically
following the scope and sequence of the
world history narrative.1 While national
common core reading standards were
not available when we taught this class,
as we looked at the new Common Core
State Standards for English Language
Arts, this curriculum addressed all of the
standards.2 Our state had standards in
both contents as well, so those were integrated into the course structure.3 Local
curriculum guidelines also influenced
our choice of literature; for instance,

To Kill A Mockingbird did not exactly
reflect world history content standards,
but all sophomores were expected to
read this novel. Thus, the novel became
a mini-unit related to twentieth-century
topics and discrimination.
Designing the curriculum. Once the
big content topics and skills were identified, we began developing curriculum
units. As we planned a chronological curriculum from the Cradles of Civilization
through the Twentieth Century, we chose
examples of literature, art, and music
that reflected both the time period and
the culture. For example, as we introduced the Renaissance unit, we not
only included the politics of the Italian
city-states, but we read excerpts from
Machiavelli’s The Prince and analyzed
da Vinci’s Madonna of the Rocks. After
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studying events in twentieth century
Russian history, we explored Orwell’s
Animal Farm as an allegory.
Launching the class. With a rigorous
curriculum linked to standards that
incorporated research-based strategies,
we approached the administration for
class approval. With the condition that
the students got both history and English
credits, the course was accepted. Since
our high school schedule was a 4×4
block, the class met for the entire year.
In a traditional six- or seven-period day
schedule, the class would need to be two
periods. The next step was recruiting
students. Marketing included visiting
freshman classes and sending informational materials home to parents. That
fall, we welcomed 100 students, which
made up two class sections. Although
50 students per class may seem daunting, we now had a double room and two
teachers. The larger space allowed room
for grouping and regrouping based on
the needs, interests, and abilities of
the students. Although the school had
already adopted a world history text,
world literature had never been taught,
so we chose Prentice Hall’s World
Masterpieces along with supplemental
texts. The following is a sample unit
overview of Imperialism in Africa and
Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart.4

Sample Unit: Africa,
Imperialism, and Things Fall
Apart
Why this unit? In keeping with our goal
of integrating arts/humanities and also
examining multiple perspectives in the
study of world history, we were challenged with how to teach the nineteenth
century. The overwhelming amount of
content (five chapters in the text focusing on Europe, Asia, Africa, the United
States) created challenges for students
to comprehend the big ideas. After consulting standards, we chose to teach the
nineteenth century as a collection of
movements, i.e., the Age of “Isms,” that
occurred throughout the world. The
textbook content on imperialism read
like a list of which European country
colonized where and why it was successful. Being disappointed with the history
textbook’s treatment of imperialism, we
opted to choose one country that was
affected by European colonization and
do an in-depth study of the clash of
those two cultures. We chose to focus
on Nigeria and use Chinua Achebe’s
Things Fall Apart (1958) as the piece
of literature that reflected the “other
side” of imperialism in Africa.
Historical Perspective: Things Fall
Apart depicts traditional village life
among the Ibo (also referred to as
Igbo) people of Nigeria at the end
of the nineteenth century and shows
the developing conflicts as European
colonization began in the area. In order to
fully develop students’ understanding of
imperialism, we considered it necessary
to teach a thorough background of the Ibo
culture of Nigeria, including government,
religion, clan system, economy, music,
dance, and rituals. (See Table 1 for
background information about the Ibo
culture.) The history lessons focused
on the geographical features and natural
resources of Africa as a continent, and
then specifically Nigeria. We used
maps to show the diverse peoples
of Nigeria and to introduce the Ibo
culture. Discussions on the meanings and

purposes of imperialism
from a European point of
view set the stage for the
novel that was to follow.

National Standards
NCSS Themes:
CULTURE
TIME, CONTINUITY, AND CHANGE

Literary Perspective: After
National Standards for World History—Era 7: An Age
the historical background
of Revolutions 1750–1914:
t 1BUUFSOTPGHMPCBMDIBOHFJOUIFFSBPG8FTUFSO
of Nigeria was established
NJMJUBSZBOEFDPOPNJDEPNJOBUJPO o
and students had a basic
t .BKPSHMPCBMUSFOETGSPNo
understanding of the
concept of imperialism,
Common Core Standards for English Language Arts:
we introduced the novel.
t "OBMZ[FBQBSUJDVMBSQPJOUPGWJFXPSDVMUVSBM
To lay the groundwork for
FYQFSJFODFSFnFDUFEJOBXPSLPGMJUFSBUVSFGSPN
outside the United States.
the discussion of the work
t %FUFSNJOFUIFDFOUSBMJEFBTPSJOGPSNBUJPOPGB
itself, we presented Chinua
QSJNBSZPSTFDPOEBSZTPVSDFQSPWJEFBOBDDVSBUF
Achebe’s background—a
TVNNBSZPGIPXLFZFWFOUTPSJEFBTEFWFMPQ
Nigerian novelist and
PWFSUIFDPVSTFPGUIFUFYU
essayist who focuses on
the Ibo culture and the
dents were able to self select a task that not
clashes between cultures
only challenged them, but also allowed
due to imperialism. Students reflected
them to discuss the same concepts as the
on the content of the book in a guided
reading log. Class discussions included
rest of the class but with new content.6
detailed analyses of the literary elements
We also used Developing and Assessing
in Things Fall Apart. Some guiding
Products (DAP) Tools to encourage high
questions included the following: Why
quality products.7
would Achebe tell the story of Okonkwo,
Formative: As Carol Ann Tomlinson
village leader and warrior, who strives to
wrote, “Assessment is today’s means of
maintain his tribal ways when confronted
understanding how to modify tomorby imperialism and missionaries? What
row’s instruction.” 8 In order to meet
were the motives for British colonization
children’s needs, interests, and abiliin Nigeria? Was Things Fall Apart a
ties, we assessed throughout units, then
modified those units accordingly. We
tragedy? Was Okonkwo a tragic hero?
incorporated several formative assessHow did the Ibos protest? What does
the title of the book mean?
ments. Students kept reading logs, where
they jotted down thoughts and questions
Assessment Plan:
or answered specific prompts about the
Preassessment: Although we had a gen- novel. We also had students complete exit
eral plan for the imperialism unit, we
slips that focused on the big idea quespreassessed students to determine prior
tion of the day. From reading quizzes to
knowledge and understanding. Before we
participation in classroom discussions,
began the unit, students answered these
there were multiple opportunities for us
to assess student understanding.
open-ended questions: (1) Describe the
impact European imperialism had on
Summative: In addition to an essay
Africa. (2) How does Chinua Achebe’s
on the content, students chose one assessThings Fall Apart exemplify this impact?
ment product from a Think-Tac-Toe
Since we cannot teach students concepts
menu to present on “Ibo Day.” (See Table
5
and content they already know, students
2) Students showed their masks, demwho were able to answer these ques- onstrated Ibo musical instruments, ate
tions proficiently explored imperialism
Nigerian food, and shared their writings
about the novel. “Ibo Day” turned out to
in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness
independently. Using a Bloom chart, stu- be a stimulating way to end the unit and
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5BCMF Background Information—Culture of the Ibos
Archaeological information
"SDIBFPMPHJDBMJOGPSNBUJPOEJTDPWFSFEBCPVUUIF*CPDVMUVSFIBTCFFOGPVOE
JOFBTUFSO DFOUSBM/JHFSJBBOEEBUFEUPUIFOJOUIDFOUVSZ"%"SUJGBDUT
EJTDPWFSFEBSFBTGPMMPXTSFNBJOTPGBTUPSFIPVTFBOECVSJBMDIBNCFS 
DMBZQPUT CSPO[FPCKFDUT JSPOXFBQPOT JNQMFNFOUT QPUUFSZWFTTFMT HMBTT
BOERVBSU[CFBET DPQQFSXJSF FMFQIBOUUVTLT CPOFGSBHNFOUT BTLVMM BOE
UXFOUZUXPUFYUJMFTQFDJNFOT

Traditional Ibo religious beliefs
t "OJ&BSUIHPEEFTTBOEPXOFSPGBMMMBOEJO*CPMBOE"MMDSPQT
BSFEFEJDBUFEUPIFS"8FFLPG1FBDFJTIFMETPDSPQTXJMMHSPX
4IFJTUIFTPVSDFPGGFSUJMJUZ UIFKVEHFPGNPSBMJUZ BOEIBTUIF
NPTUJOnVFODFPOQFPQMFTMJWFT0õFOTFTBHBJOTU"OJSFTVMUJO
BCPNJOBUJPOTJNNFEJBUFQVOJTINFOUGPSJOEJWJEVBMPõFOTFTJT
SFRVJSFEPS"OJXJMMQVOJTIUIFXIPMFDMBO
t $IVLXV.BLFSPGIFBWFOBOEFBSUI"MMPUIFSHPETBSFIJT
NFTTFOHFSTBOEEPIJTXPSL
t $IJ(FOFSJDXPSEGPSHPE"TPOFTPXOQFSTPOBMEFJUZ JU
CFDPNFTFTUBCMJTIFEXIFOBDIJMEJTPMEFOPVHIUPCFDPNFIJT
PXOQFSTPO
t "HCBMB0SBDMFPGUIFIJMMTBOEDBWFT
t "WBSJFUZPGMFTTFSHPETUIBUTFSWFBOESFQSFTFOUUIFIJHIFSHPET

Rituals
t /FX:BN'FTUJWBMIPOPSTUIFFBSUIHPEEFTTBOEDFMFCSBUFTUIF
IBSWFTU"MMDPPLJOHVUFOTJMTNVTUCFQVSJmFE
t 3JUVBMTUPDPNNFNPSBUFmSTUBQQFBSBODFPGBNBTL
t 3JUVBMDMFBOTJOHQVOJTINFOUTVDIBTCVSOJOHIPVTFTPSDSPQTGPS
DPNNJUUJOHBDSJNFTVDIBTLJMMJOHBDMBOTNBO
t .BSSJBHFQIBTFT
 4FUUJOHPGUIFCSJEFQSJDF.POFZGSPNUIFHSPPNTGBNJMZJT
QBJEUPUIFCSJEFTGBNJMZ#BSHBJOJOHJTEPOFVTJOHCSPPNTUJDLT
UPBEEEJHOJUZUPUIFPDDBTJPO
 6SJ5IFCSJEFTFYUFOEFEWJTJUXJUIUIFHSPPNTGBNJMZ
 *TBJm5IFBDDFQUBODFPGUIFCSJEFJOUPUIFIVTCBOETGBNJMZ4IF
JTRVFTUJPOFESFHBSEJOHIFSCFIBWJPSTJODFUIFBSSBOHFNFOUXBT
QSPQPTFE
t #VSJBM*ODMVEFTUXPTFQBSBUFCVSJBMT5IFmSTUJTDFSFNPOJBMBOE
PDDVSTTPPOBGUFSEFBUI#FUXFFOUIFmSTUBOETFDPOECVSJBM UIF
EFDFBTFETTQJSJUSPBNFESFTUMFTTMZBOEDPVMEOPUSFUVSOIPNF5IF
TFDPOECVSJBMJOWPMWFTGFBTUJOHBOEDFSFNPOJFTTPUIBUUIFTQJSJU
DBOSFKPJOUIFIPVTFIPME

Clan system

1BMNPJMDPPLFEGPSTPVQBOEVTFEBTBDPPLJOHCBTFVTFEGPSTPBQT 
MBNQT DPTNFUJDT &VSPQFBOTXBOUFEJUUPMVCSJDBUFNBDIJOFT
,PMBDBõFJOFSJDIGSVJU MJLFDPõFF5IFGSVJUIBToMPCFTUIBUBSFCSPLFO
JOUP QJFDFT  BOE HVFTUT VTVBMMZ CSFBL UIF LPMB TZNCPMJ[JOH UIF CPOE
CFUXFFOIPTUBOEHVFTU

Government
#BTFEPODIFDLTBOECBMBODFT"DPVODJMPGFMEFSTDBMMFEUIFFHXVHXV
EJTQFOTFT KVTUJDF CZ VTJOH EJTDVTTJPO BOE DPOTFOTVT 1VOJTINFOU DBO
JOWPMWFSFMJHJPVTTBODUJPOTCZUIFHSPVQ

British government organization in Africa
8BSSBOUDIJFGT5IJTQPTJUJPOXBTDSFBUFECBTFEPOUIF#SJUJTIJEFBUIBUBMM
"GSJDBOTXFSFSVMFECZDIJFGT*OEJWJEVBMTDIPTFOGPSUIJTQPTJUJPOXFSFHJWFO
XBSSBOUTUPTJUPOOBUJWFDPVSUT5IFTFNFODPPQFSBUFEXJUIUIF#SJUJTIBOE
PGUFOCFDBNFOPUPSJPVTGPSUIFJSDPSSVQUJPOBOEFYQMPJUBUJPO
$PVSUDMFSLT5IFTFNFOXFSFVTVBMMZXFMMFEVDBUFE LFQUDPVSUSFDPSET 
and served summons.

Growth of Christianity in Iboland
5IFmSTU$ISJTUJBOUPFOUFS*CPUFSSJUPSZXBT4JNPO+POBTJO)FXBT
BO*CPUIBUIBECFFOTPMEJOUPTMBWFSZ SFTDVFE BOESFUVSOFEUPQSFBDI
UPUIF*CPDIJMESFO
5IF mSTU QFSNBOFOU NJTTJPO XBT FTUBCMJTIFE JO  CZ 3FW +PIO
$ISJTUPQIFS5BZMPS
*O UXP$BUIPMJDDPOHSFHBUJPOTXFSFFTUBCMJTIFEJO*CPMBOEUIF4PDJFUZ
PG"GSJDBO.JTTJPOTJOUIFXFTUBOEUIF)PMZ(IPTU'BUIFSTJOUIFFBTU
*O UIFmSTU1SFTCZUFSJBONJTTJPOXBTFTUBCMJTIFEJO*CPMBOE
5IFNBKPSJUZPGUIFPSJHJOBM*CPDPOWFSUTUP$ISJTUJBOJUZXFSFUIFQPPS OFFEZ 
PSUIPTFSFKFDUFECZTPDJFUZ FH NPUIFSTPGUXJOTPSMFQFST )PXFWFS 
HSBEVBMMZXFBMUIZNFNCFSTPGTPDJFUZCFHBOUPKPJO

Enrollment statistics
4PDJFUZPG"GSJDBO.JTTJPOT)PMZ(IPTU'BUIFST 
5IFDFOTVTDMBJNFEUIBU PVUPG  *CPXFSF$ISJTUJBOT
5IFMBSHFTUEFOPNJOBUJPOXBT$BUIPMJD
5IFDFOTVTDMBJNFEUIBUPVUPGUIFUPUBM*CP     XFSF
1SPUFTUBOUTBOE XFSF$BUIPMJDT

Ibo resistance to imperialism
t .JMJUBSZ SFTJTUBODF5IF QSPCMFNT PG NJMJUBSZ SFTJTUBODF XFSF
SFTPVSDFT BSNTBOEBNNVOJUJPO BOETDBMF5IF#SJUJTI&NQJSFIBE
USPPQT BSNT SJnFTBOENBDIJOFHVOT BOEBNNVOJUJPO5IF*CP
GPVHIUXJUIDBQHVOT EBOFHVOT NBDIFUFT BOEPDDBTJPOBMSJnFT5IF
#SJUJTIBMTPSFDSVJUFEMBSHFOVNCFSTPG"GSJDBOTUPmHIUGPSUIFN
t /oONJMJUBSZSFTJTUBODF

5IFDMBOJTDPNQPTFEPGWJMMBHFTUIBUDPOTJTUPGTFWFSBMMJOFBHFT"MJOFBHF
JTDPNQPTFEPGQBUFSOBMGBNJMJFTBMPOHXJUIEFBEBODFTUPSTBOEBMMUIF
MPDBMHPET
.POFZTZTUFN5IFDPXSJFJTBNPMMVTLTIFMMBQQSPYJNBUFMZ½JODIMPOH
$PXSJFTXFSFDPMMFDUFEJOTUSJOHTPGTJY0OFCBHDPOUBJOFEBQQSPYJNBUFMZ
 DPXSJFTBOEXFJHIFEBQQSPYJNBUFMZQPVOET5FOTUSJOHTPGDPXSJF
TIFMMT FRVBMFEIBMGPGBO&OHMJTIQFOOZJO"CBHPGDPXSJFTUIFO
FRVBMFEBQQSPYJNBUFMZPOF&OHMJTIQPVOE

Food

t 4VQFSOBUVSBM NPEFT PG EFGFOTF EFQFOEJOH PO HPET BOE
DVSTFT
t .BOJQVMBUJPOQMBZJOHUSJDLTXJUIUIFMBOHVBHFBOEDVTUPNT
"GSJDBOT LOFX UIBU UIF #SJUJTI EFTQJTFE HSPVQT TUPQQJOH
USBEF MFWZJOHUPMMT SBJEJOHGPSTMBWFT BOEIVNBOTBDSJmDFT#Z
BDDVTJOHUIFJSFOFNJFTPGUIFTFQSBDUJDFT UIF*CPDPVMEPGUFO
NBOJQVMBUFUIF#SJUJTIUPmHIUMPDBMXBSTGPSUIFN
t *NQPTUFST"GFX"GSJDBOTXIPMFBSOFEUPTQFBLBOESFBE&OHMJTI
QPTUFEBTDPVSUNFTTFOHFST

:BNT
1MBOUBJOTSFMBUFE UP UIF DPNNPO CBOBOB CVU MBSHFS VTVBMMZ DPPLFE
green
$BTTBWBSPPUWFHFUBCMFUIBUHSPXTJOTPJMUPPQPPSGPSZBNT
'PPGPPNVTIZ TUJDLZCBTFGPSNFBU mTI PSWFHFUBCMFTPVQVTVBMMZFBUFO
XJUImOHFSTBOENBEFGSPNZBNTPSDBTTBWB
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Sources for Background Information – Culture of the Ibos
Isichei, Elizabeth. A History of the Igbo People (London: Palgrave Macmillan), 1976.
Mwabara, S.N. Igboland: A Century of Contact with Britain, 1860-1960 (London: Humanities Press), 1977.
Ogbalau, F. Chidozie, Igbo Language and Culture (Nigeria: University Press), 1984.
Wren, Robert. Achebe’s World: The Historical and Cultural Context of the Novels (Washington D.C.:
Three Continents Press), 1980
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5BCMFThink-Tac-Toe: Imperialism and Things Fall Apart
3FMJHJPOBOE(PWFSONFOU

"T.S#SPXO DPNQPTFMFUUFSTUPZPVS
TVQFSJPSJO&VSPQFFYQMBJOJOHXIBUZPV
IBWFMFBSOFE&YQMBJOXIZBOBHHSFTTJWF
BUUBDLJTOPUUIFCFTUXBZUPXJO
DPOWFSUT

*CP'BNJMZBOE%BJMZ-JGF

8SJUFBXFFLTKPVSOBMFOUSJFTGSPNUIF
$SFBUFBDIJMESFOTCPPLUIBU
QPJOUPGWJFXPGPOFPG0LPOLXPTXJWFT JMMVTUSBUFTDMBOMJGFJOBO*CP
&YQMPSFGFFMJOHTBOEMJGFTUZMF
WJMMBHF FHDMBOXFEEJOH WJMMBHF
NFFUJOH UBQQJOHBQBMNUSFF 
FUD

$IPPTFBOFWFOUJO0LPOLXPTMJGF
UPCFUIFCBTJTPGBO*CPMFHFOE
$PNQPTFUIFMFHFOEFYQSFTTJOH
*CPWBMVFTBOEQPJOUPGWJFX5IJT
SFBMFWFOUNBZCFFNCFMMJTIFEXJUI
imaginary elements.

"SU .VTJD BOE5SBEJUJPO

$SFBUFBQIPUPNPOUBHF ESBXJOHT 
QIPUPT QJDUVSFT UIBUJMMVTUSBUFTi5IF
*CP%SFBNw

3FTFBSDI"GSJDBONVTJDBOE
JOTUSVNFOUTGPDVTJOHPOUIFJS
VTFJOUIFDMBO$SFBUFBTBNQMF
JOTUSVNFOUBOEFYQMBJOJUTJOnVFODF
PONPEFSONVTJD

allow students choices in demonstrating
their knowledge of the material. Students,
both those who read Achebe and those
who read Conrad, used the Developing
and Assessing Products Tools as they
developed their products. After completion, we used the DAP Tools to assess
the products.9
Strategies/Activities:

UÉ >LiÉ>ªÉvÉv¿V>ÉVÔ`}É
countries, geographical features,
and natural resources;
UÉ Ë¿`ÔVË¿ÞÉ*Üi¿*ËÉ
presentation on the Ibo culture
with pictures and artifacts;
UÉ ÂVÔÂÂÉvÉËi¿>¿ÞÉiiiËÂÉ
with graphic organizers: setting,
plot, character, theme, and conflict;
UÉ ->É}¿ÔªÉ>VËÛËÞp>Þâ}É
Ibo folktales and proverbs
imbedded in the novel;
UÉ ª>¿iÈVË¿>ÂËÉ}¿>ª VÉ
organizer—British vs. Ibo culture;
UÉ >ÂÂÉ`iL>ËiÉÉË iÉvÜ}É
question: Was British imperialism
good or bad for Nigeria?
UÉ ¿i>ËÉvÉv¿V>É>ÂÂÉ
illustrating elements of Ibo culture;
UÉ ¹LÉ >Þ¯º

&YQMBJOUIFQVSQPTFCFIJOE*CP
NBTLT%FTJHOBNBTLUIBUSFnFDUT
those values.

1SFQBSFB/JHFSJBOPS8FTU"GSJDBO
GPPE8IFOTIBSJOHUIFGPPE 
FYQMBJOUIFDVMUVSBMBOEFDPOPNJD
JNQPSUBODFPGUIFGPPE

Importance of Global Learning for
Today’s Students

0LPOLXPJTPOUSJBMGPSNVSEFS
PG*LFNFGVOB0VUMJOFBEFGFOTF
TUSBUFHZGPSIJNCBTFEPO*CP
DVTUPNT1SFTFOUZPVSPQFOJOH
argument.

Technical Subjects” (2010), www.corestandards.org/
the-standards/english-language-arts-standards.
3. Kentucky Department of Education, “Combined
Curriculum Document 2006” (2010), www.education.

Today’s schools and teachers are
challenged with meeting the demands
of specific content standards, high stakes
assessment, and developing students
from diverse backgrounds to be capable
of competing in a global market. These
twenty-first century students must not
only possess critical thinking skills and
the ability to process information, but also
have an awareness and appreciation of
global citizenship.10 Heidi Hayes Jacobs
explains the concept and importance of
global learning as knowing “other world
regions, cultures, economies, and global
issues” and developing the “values
of respect for other cultures and the
disposition to engage responsibly as an
actor in the global context.”11Through the
creation of a class that combined both
social studies and language arts with a
humanities emphasis, hopefully our goal
of developing students with this “global
disposition” was achieved.

4. Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart (New York:
Anchor Books, 1958).
5. Julian Stanley, “Helping Students Learn What They
Don’t Already Know Psychology,” Public Policy and
Law 47, (2000): 216-222.
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Products (Waco, Tex.: Prufrock Press, 2009).
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Responding to the Needs of All Learners (Alexandria,
Va.: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
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9. Roberts and Inman, Assessing Differentiated Student
Products.
10. Partnership for 21st Century Skills, “Framework for
21st Century Learning” (2004), http://p21.org/
overview/skills-framework.
11. Heidi Hayes Jacobs, Curriculum 21: Essential
Education for a Changing World (Alexandria, Va.:
ASCD, 2010), 102.
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